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Abstract

Introduction: Existing evidence on the impact of thimerosal (THIM), acting to preserve pharmaceutical products (a preservative), on fetal neurodevelopment is very controversial. Here, we investigated the neonatal administration of THIM on behaviors including (1) locomotor activity, (2) social behaviors, and (3) stereotyped behaviors in rats. Since the development of cerebellum continues for some time after birth and it is very imperative in movement, balance, and sensory integration, the number of cerebellum Purkinje cells also were counted.

Materials and Methods: The experiments were directed on 40 young male and female Wistar rats, which were randomly distributed into 4 groups including experimental (male & female) and control (male & female) groups. Each rat in the test groups were intramuscularly received 240 μg Hg/kg THIM on postnatal days (7, 9, 11, 15), while the control contributors received saline in the same pattern. After drug interventions on the fourth postnatal week, rats were evaluated by open field test, and in eighth postnatal week, the test of three-chamber paradigm was performed on animals. At the end of the behavioral tests, histological studies were done.

Results: Rats which were exposed to the THIM displayed impairments of locomotor activity and their social interactions were reduced. While the duration of freezing/grooming as stereotyped behaviors were increased significantly. The results of histological studies also showed a noteworthy decrease in the number of Purkinje cells in both sexes.

Conclusions: These data prove that early postnatal exposure of children to THIM causes permanent neurobehavioral and histological impairments and if similar alterations occur in children exposed to THIM/mercurial agents, neurodevelopmental disorders may happen.
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Introduction

Thimerosal (sodium ethylmercurithiosalicylate or THIM containing 49.55% mercury by weight) is found in some pharmaceutical products and has been applied for many decades as a preservative in a number of drug and biological products, including many infant vaccines. This substance is first processed to ethylmercury, and after that it changes to inorganic mercury mixtures in the body, which accumulates in the central nerve system and other body structures. Studies have shown that all types of mercury are highly toxic and have many destructive effects on the structure of the brain. Mercury depletes the glutathione (GSH) and destroys other antioxidants, antioxidant defense, enzymes and receptor function, as well as it makes widespread alterations in the three-dimensional protein structure and at times can change them to the internal antigens to destroy the immune system. A significant amount of mercury was found in the infant's blood that exposed to the THIM-containing vaccines. Studies on monkey infants indicate that, after receiving THIM-containing vaccines, mercury accumulation in the brain is far more than blood and may persist for months or even years. The amount of mercury accumulated in the brain of infants is so high that can produce neurotoxic effects and may destroy nerve cells. This early exposure to mercury products, especially THIM, is recognized as one of the contributing factors in the pathogenesis of many kinds of neurodevelopmental disorders, like autistic spectrum disorders (ASDs) or autism. ASD or autism is defined as a multifaceted neurodevelopmental disorder. It was recognized by an impaired ability to engage in social relationships, without
meaningful gestures or other nonverbal and verbal communication skills, and repetitive or stereotyped behaviors. Even though ASD is described behaviorally by the Association of American Psychiatric, some problems such as physical or health problems are also seen in ASD. In past, autism as a rare disorder was estimated with a prevalence of 2 to 4 in 10,000, but in recent years, this prevalence has shown a significant increase. According to a study in 2016, the estimated prevalence of ASD was 14.6/1000 (1/68) children aged approximately 8 years in the United States. In this regard, today, ASD is known as a serious problem of public health. Therefore, if mercury has any contribution in the etiology of ASD, the symptoms of autism should be parallel to the symptoms of mercury poisoning. In 2000, Bernard and colleagues reported similarities between the symptoms of autism and exposure to mercury and described the common brain changes between these two disorders. Based on these studies, many clinical signs of mercury poisoning, such as social impairments, depression, anxiety, limited eye contact, loss of speech abilities, multiple sensory and motor problems, significant cognitive impairment, and repetitive stereotypical behaviors are similarly seen in the patient with ASD. These similarities are also observed in biochemistry, neurotransmitters, and neuroanatomical traits. Different studies in laboratory conditions have tested this hypothesis. Olczak and colleagues, along with several relevant studies, examined different neurobiological effects of THIM in rats. In one of early studies, the effects of THIM on opioid receptors (morpine, MOR) were measured in the caudate nuclei, periaqueductal gray matters, putamen nuclei, and hippocampus formation of the mice. In their experiment, the mice received 4 different doses of the drug (12, 240, 1440, and 3000 μg Hg/kg) in the second week after birth. The Neonatal administration of THIM caused a dose-dependent surge of MOR densities in the caudate putamen and periaqueductal gray matters but MOR density decreased in the hippocampus (dentate gyrus part), where consequences were complemented with loss of synaptic vesicle marker (synaptophysin) and deteriorating neurons. These findings show that THIM exposure during early life after birth may cause abnormal neuropathological alterations and an interrupt in the brain development.

In another study, they assessed the early administration effects of THIM (4 i.m. injections, 12 or 240 μg THIM-Hg/kg on the postnatal days 7, 9, 11, and 15) on the brain in Wistar rats. They were detected several neuropathological variations in these adult rats. These variations and abnormal changes included (1) the degeneration of the nerve cells in the prefrontal, temporal cortex, hippocampus formation, and the cerebellum, (2) Blood vessel abnormalities in the temporal cortex, (3) reduced reaction of synaptophysin in the hippocampus formation, (4) Concomitant astrogial atrophy and astrogliosis in the hippocampus and cerebellum cortex, and (5) apoptosis in Bergmann astroglia (positive caspase-3 response). These results showed THIM, at doses comparable to those used in infant vaccines or higher, have a neurotoxic effects during developing rat brain, this suggests the role of this drug in abnormal brain development(neurodevelopmental disorders). In the last experiment, Olczak et al investigated the impact of neonatal treatment with THIM (with doses of 12, 240, 1440, and 3000 μg Hg/kg) on behaviors usually changed in autism like anxiety, motor activity, social communication skills, and learning, in Wistar rats in both sexes. Adult rats, which were received THIM during the early life after birth, revealed locomotors deficiencies and increased in anxiety to neophobic ratio in the open field test.

The administration of THIM with the highest dose to the both of rats (female and male rats) causes a significant reduction in social communication skills, while the incidence of asocial/antisocial communications was destined in male rats, but decreased in female rats. These finding showed that early postnatal administration of THIM to the infants causes permanent neurobehavioral damages and neurochemical alterations in the central nervous system (CNS), depending on gender and dose level. They concluded that because of the creation of similar pattern changes in THIM/mercurial-exposed children, they could contribute to neurodevelopmental disorders like ASD. At the same time, there are many pieces of evidence of degeneration and degradation of granular and Purkinje cells in the cortex of cerebellum because of exposure to mercury. These damages include degenerative changes, mercury accumulation, and significant cell death. The most stable neurological impairments found in patients with autism include loss and decreased density of cerebellar Purkinje cells, and cerebellar atrophy. On the other hand, limited studies have been conducted on the toxic effects of mercury compounds, especially THIM, on the tissue structure and number of Purkinje cells, especially in both sexes together. In this regard, we tried to investigate THIM neurotoxic effects in a series of behavioral and cerebellar tissue abnormalities in both sexes. These changes were evaluated following administration of THIM with a higher dose than what is given in the pediatric vaccine.

Materials and Methods
Experimental Procedures
The experiments were carried out on 40 adult male and female Wistar rats, in groups of 10, which were postnatally treated with intramuscular injection of different doses of THIM (The production and research complex of Pasteur Institute of Tehran, Iran). The newborn animals from these rats were firstly accommodated in a room under standard temperature = 22 ± 1°C, at 60% percent relative humidity, and 12 h light/dark cycle (lights on at 7:00 AM). Throughout the experiments, all of the animals were freely provided food and water at libitum. In this study, the animals were randomly separated into 4 groups: Rats of each group were placed in special cages of the same size (20×20×40 cm). Two first groups were considered as the control groups, and 2 next groups were considered as experimental groups and treated as follows:

1. Control group of male Wistar rats which received saline injection
2. Control group of female Wistar rats which received saline injection
3. Experimental group of male Wistar rats exposed to...
4. **Experimental group of female Wistar rats exposed to THIM.**

In experimental groups, THIM (Sigma, Germany) was administered on the 7, 9, 11, and 15 postnatal days in one dose 240 microgram per kilogram body weight (μg/Hg per kg) in a final volume of 50 μL, intramuscularly, according to imitation of childhood vaccination timing pattern, devised by Hornig et al.\textsuperscript{19,20} The cumulative volume of mercury injected in the first 6 months after birth is 187.5 μg, and the effects of THIM at very low doses (similar to doses used for human infants) in animals have been controversial.\textsuperscript{19,20} Additionally, rats are less sensitive to toxic exposures than humans. Thus, in the current study, the dose of THIM was selected relatively higher to compare subjectively and quantifiably the effects of pharmacologically higher dose of the drug. Control groups received vehicle (saline). All injections were directed like the former method. After drug interventions, 4 weeks after giving birth, all rats were examined by open field test for assessing the locomotor activity, and in the eighth week after birth, social interaction test was accompanied to measure social communication skills, which is known as Crawley's sociability and a favorite for social novelty protocol. After behavioral tests, animals were anesthetized by chloroform. In all groups, body weights of newborn rats were measured with a digital scale before necropsy. After killing the animal, using a scalpel blade or scissors, we made a longitudinal incision along the sagittal suture and a transverse slot along the coronal suture in the base of their skull. After removing the skull wall and a transverse incision in the medulla oblongata, the skull was separated from the spinal cord, and the cerebellum as a whole was removed from the cranial cavity with precision. The cerebellar weight was measured in all neonates with a digital scale. Then, the cerebellum was fixed in 10% formalin, and tissue preparations were made using routine histological procedures.

**Estimation and Count the Purkinje Cell in Cerebellar**

For evaluation and counting the Purkinje cells, ten sections per each block were selected by a random sampling manner for numbering cerebellar Purkinje cells. The lateral, and medial nuclei were measured collectively using a projecting microscope. A computer attached to a microscope (Nikon E2000, Nikon, Japan) and immersion lens with numerical aperture (×40 oil) were applied for estimation of total number of the neurons in cerebellar through the optical dissector method. The fields of microscope were selected by moving the microscope stage in an equal interval using a stage micrometer and systematic uniform random sampling. The Z-axis movement of the microscope stage was calculated by a microcator mounted on the stage. Briefly, an unbiased counting frame with inclusion (right and upper) and exclusion (left and lower) borders was superimposed on the images of the sections viewed on the monitor. To analyze the suitable guard zone and the height of the dissector (h), Z-axis distribution of the nuclei was plotted. The counted neurons were scored and grouped in 10 bins from the percentiles 0-100 through the cerebellar tissue section from the upper (0%) to the lower surface (100%). The upper and lower 10% of the histogram were measured as the guard zones, and the counting box was located at the remaining 80% (h). For getting a histogram output, the under sampling was balanced out and corrected. The cells were only calculated if they met the following standards: Any nucleus coming into the maximal focus within the sampling box was selected if it was located entirely or partly inside the counting frame and did not touch the exclusion line. The total number of Purkinje cell in cerebellum was estimated by multiplying the numerical density (Nv) by the total volume of deep cerebellar nuclei. \[ \Sigma Q-t Nv \text{(Purkinje cell)} = \Sigma a/f BA \times (-) \times h \text{ where } “\Sigma Q^-“ \text{ was the number of the nuclei coming into focus during scanning the dissector height.} \]

On the average, 100-130 Purkinje cell were counted per animal. “\(\Sigma P^-\)” was the total counting of the unbiased counting frame in all fields. Also, “h” was the height of the dissector, “a/f” was the frame area (here 37 μm × 37 μm), “t” was the real section thickness calculated in every sampled field using the microcator (22 μm on the average), and BA was the block advance of the microtome which was set at 27 μm. The total number of Purkinje cells was assessed by multiplying the numerical density (Nv) by the V (deep cerebellar nuclei).\textsuperscript{21}

**Behavioral Tests**

**The Open Field Test**

After fourth postnatal week, all rats were studied by open field test. All tests was conducted in a room with poor lighting in silence and without any previous habituation. Rats were at first kept in the test room for 15 minutes preceding the trial for acclimatization. The Test chamber was white, square, with sizes of 72×72 cm and 36 cm height walls. The floor of room was shared into 16 squares of 18×18 cm. Each test lasted for 5 minutes. Line passage Frequency with which the animal go across one of the lines with all 4 paws was recorded by the camera and manually detected and calculated. The test was done according to the Crawly et al protocols.\textsuperscript{22}

**Three-Chamber Paradigm Test**

In the eighth week after birth, animals were prepared for three-chamber paradigm test. This test used for assessment of social communication skills which is known as Crawley's sociability and preference for social novelty protocol. The device used for this test comprises of a rectangular three-chamber box. The dimension of each chamber is 38×90 cm with separating walls. There are two equal wire glass-like sections with detachable ends that are large enough to hold a single rat and placed vertically in the device. The role of these sections is keeping the familiar/unfamiliar rat. Experiments were done in a 650 lux room lighting, and factors such as social novelty/ preference, social affiliation, self-grooming, and freezing were checked and recorded by the human viewer. There were 3 main phases for three-chamber paradigm test:

1. **Habituation phase**

During this phase, right and left portions of the box were separated. Empty wire restraints were placed in the center of both chambers. The rat was positioned at the center of the
middle section for 5 minutes' accommodation.

2. Social Affiliation and Sociability Phase (Session I)
For assessing of social affiliation in the tested animals, one control rat (stranger 1) was located inside a wire cup in one of the lateral spaces. Then, the walls between each section were removed to allow the rat to discover each of the three sections. Phase's length was 10 minutes and duration of direct communications between the subject animal and the "stranger 1" rat (containment lodging or not lodging), independently, and the time of other behaviors by the experimental rat, containing self-grooming, and un-movements for more than 5 seconds (freezing) were monitored and recorded.

3. Social Novelty/Preference and Social Memory Phase (Session II)
In the final session of excrement, social memory and novelty was tested. For this, a second control animal (stranger 2) was located in the other wire cup in the opposed side (that had been empty during the session I) for characteristic the behaviors between the test rat in the presence of stranger 1 compared with Stranger 2 and the same parameters described in session I were observed and recorded. This session's time was also 10 minutes.

Statistical Analyses
In this experiment, one-way ANOVA, Tukey, and Kruskal-Wallis analyses were applied in order to evaluate locomotor activities, stereotype behaviors and the data obtained from tissue tests. Student's t test was also used to evaluate social behaviors in three-chamber paradigm test. All statistical tests were directed by SPSS version 21 and significantly were considered at \( P<0.05 \).

Ethical Considerations
The protocol used in this experiment was confirmed by the institutional Medical Ethics Commission of Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences (No. IR. SBMU. MSP. REC.1395.167).

Results
Locomotor Activates
The results in Table 1 indicate that high-dose THIM (240 μg/kg) in both males and females decreased motor activity (\( P<0.001 \)). However, there is no significant alteration between male and female animals in motor activity.

Social Behaviors Following Treatment With High Dose of THIM
Session I
As is illustrated in Figure 1A, independent \( t \) test results show that no significant difference is between the means of the stranger 1 and empty chamber in male and female rats treated with THIM (240 μg/kg) (male rats \( P=0.07 \), Female rats \( P=0.143 \)). These results indicate a less natural tendency for these animals to establish social affiliation and sociability. In the control groups that received normal saline, there is a significant change between the stranger 1 and empty chamber relation (\( P<0.001 \)).

Session II
In the second session, the subject rats were allowed to choose to communicate with the animal that they have already interacted with (Stranger 1) or the rat that has just entered the empty chamber (Stranger 2). Accordingly, the animal's tendency to communicate with the newer rat represents a healthy social memory and the preference for novel experiences. The results of the test in Figure 1B showed that male and female rats receiving high doses of THIM 240 (μg/kg) were reluctant to interact with the new animal, and there was no significant difference between the association with stranger 1 and stranger 2 (Male rats = 0.45, female rats = 0.47). A significant change between the stranger 1 and stranger 2 in control groups, in second session, revealed intact social memory and novelty (\( P<0.001 \)).

Stereotype Behaviors After Treatment With THIM in High Dose
The results of one-way ANOVA test in Figures 2A and B show...
that the stereotyped and repetitive behaviors (freezing and grooming) in male and female rats treated with high doses of THIM were significantly increased ($P < 0.001$). However, the difference between sexes is not meaningful.

Determine the Number of Purkinje Cells in the Cerebellum

Figures 3 and 4 show a part of the cerebellum in the control (Cont.M and Cont.F) and THIM exposed groups (EXP.M and EXP.F). As it can be seen in the picture, the 3 layers of the cerebellum cortex, including the molecular layer (M), which is observed in low color staining. The Purkinje cells (P) layer which are characterized by a clear nucleus, and a large and uniform cytoplasm is regularly arranged in a row. As shown in Figures 3 and 4, the trunk of these cells is large and pear-shaped and between two granular and molecular layers. The Granular layer (G) is composed of small and compact droplets of congested cells that can be seen in the image.

Figures 3 and 4 show a fraction of the cerebellum in the experimental groups of male(EXP.M) and female mice(EXP.F), respectively, treated with THIM with a similar magnification as the control groups (Figure 3 Cont.M and Cont.F). As is displayed in Figures 3 and 4, it is detectable in the cerebellum cortex of the 3 layers of P (Purkinje layer), M (Molecular layer), and G (Granular layer). The difference in experimental group (Figures 3 and 4) was the decrease in the number of Purkinje cells compared to the control group. The mean of Purkinje cells in the male experimental groups (EXP.M) was $5.18 \pm 1.05$ and in the male control group(Cont.M) was $6.06 \pm 1.52$. Statistical analysis showed that this difference was significant ($P < 0.01$). The mean of Purkinje cells in the female experimental group(EXP.F) was $5.24 \pm 0.73$ and in the female control group(Cont.F) was $6.31 \pm 0.079$ which is statistically significant ($P < 0.01$). This difference was not significant in the 2 experimental groups ($P = 0.11$).

Discussion

A limited number of studies about the various types of mercury effects on the developing of nervous system discusses the effect of THIM on motor activates and social and stereotyped or repetitive behaviors. However, until now, there is no reports to show the high dose effects of THIM on the behavioral and histological characteristics of male and female rats. The present study shows that motor activity in rats treated with THIM in high dose has significantly decreased in both sexes. The findings are similar to other studies that have revealed a decrease in motor activity even at the lowest dose of THIM.\textsuperscript{17,19,23} Among them, the present finding is in accordance with the report of Olzak et al. They
showed that motor dysfunction and neophobic/anxiety were observed in all rats treated with different doses of THIM. The results of our findings are also consistent with Hornig et al results in which the permanent decrease of motor activity was observed in animals postnatal exposed to THIM. The results of Sulkowski and colleagues' research on prenatal exposure to the THIM in male and female rats also confirmed the damage to the cerebellum due to oxidative stress and reduced motor activity in both sexes. Then, the effects of different types of mercury on locomotor activities have been likely proven in several studies. In another study by Olczak et al, the damage to the Purkinje cells of the cerebellum has been reported in the mice treated with THIM. Another study reported the induction of metallothionein (MT) mRNA after exposing the mouse brain to the low doses of THIM.

Regarding the results of these studies and the present study, it seems that the cerebellum has a high sensitivity to the THIM and the disturbance in motor activity may be due to damaging the cerebellum after exposure to THIM. High dose THIM-treated rats also revealed a decrease in levels of social affiliation and sociability throughout the session I of three-chamber test (Crawley's sociability and preference). During this session, decreased rate of sociability and social closeness was seen, and here rats spend approximately more time around the empty cup, than social interaction with another rat, which shows an abnormal altered sociability, affiliation, and social motivations. In the second session, reduced rate of novelty and social memory was mentioned. Rats were failed to show a preference for social novelty and social memory test by spending the same time in both chambers. These dimorphic changes in social interactions are consistent with Olczak et al results, suggesting that early exposure of neonatal animals to THIM causes a social interaction deficit in adult animals in dose-dependent manners. The results of the present study, along with other studies, indicate the presence of neurological degeneration due to exposure to the THIM. It seems that high doses of THIM causes a variety of behavioral disorders similar to neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism through nerve degeneration. As far as our knowledge, it is the first time documenting that neonatal high dose THIM treatment induces a permanent increase in repetitive and stereotypic behaviors in both sexes. Our clinical observations, of course, indicate that there are severe aggressive behaviors in rats receiving high dosage of THIM, suggesting a precise examination of this behavioral disorder is necessary in the future. However, the stereotyped and repeatable behaviors might be due to impaired glutamnergic system in the brain. Also, there are many works which address abnormalities associated with glutamate remarkably similar in poisoning by mercury and ASD. Therefore, it is likely that postnatal exposure of rats to THIM can induce lasting and abnormal stereotypic and repetitive activities which could partially associated to the abnormal function of the glutamatergic system.

Conclusions
The results of this study revealed that the Purkinje cells density in the cerebellum of rats exposed to high dosage of THIM was significantly lower than control cerebellum. This decrease in number could be due to the decreased activity of the nucleus, decreased cell activity, as well as increased cell death and apoptosis. About the action mechanism of THIM, it is believed that mercury, with its coherent effect, exerts its effect through the local increase of free radicals.

In 2007, Laurente et al, in a study on the effects of THIM on the brain and the cerebellum in hamsters, showed that THIM could reduce the number of cells, demyelination of axonal neoplasms, Purkinje and granular cells necrosis, and glycemia in all layers of the cerebellum. These findings are supported by the obtained results of this study.

On the whole, the current study offers extra experimental evidence that exposure to THIM leads to neurotoxic changes in the developing brain, providing stronger support to remove this needless component from many vaccines and other products of medical.
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